The Tan Hill Trek 2014
On 2nd September 2014, three intrepid walkers set off from Whitby to take on the Tan Hill
Trek. I say three! It was actually two – John Woollin and Barry Davies - as Alan Green was
already at Hardrow ensconced in “The Green Dragon” and waiting for us to join him for the
fifteen mile walk from Hardrow to Tan Hill (Yes, you did read it correctly! FIFTEEN miles!).
Alan and John must have read the reports of previous walks by folk from Whitby EC as we
All travelled in separate cars. Consequently there were no problems in getting to our
destinations.
As usual, John had a cunning plan. He and I would meet at Bedale for a spot of breakfast at
10.30am and then we would travel on to Hawes to meet Alan at 12 noon. In the meantime,
Alan would set out (on foot) for Hawes and meet John and I in the car park on the main
street. Thus it was that Barry and John did meet up in Bedale and John picked a nearby
coffee shop to have breakfast in. Imagine his surprise to find that a simple bacon “buttie”
cost over five pounds. His look of incredulity would have been impressive if it had not been
for the fact that the menu clearly indicated the cost before he ordered. Suffice to say that
from then on, every time food was taken, or even mentioned, John was heard to remark
“By! That were the most expensive buttie I’ve ever ‘etten in mi life! I wouldn’t mind, but you
can buy ‘em anywhere in Whitby for a third the price!”.
Despite this saddening experience, we went on and, miraculously, we all met up (Alan
included) at the designated spot in Hawes which co-incidentally happened to be right next
to a Fish and Chip Shop. Luxury!!! It wasn’t long before we were enjoying our lunch in the
café, where I tried out my Polish on the waitress. This should have been very effective but,
not expecting any Yorkshireman to be able to speak Polish, she misheard me and thought it
was a strange and unknown Yorkshire dialect. She managed, therefore, to get the order
slightly wrong as everybody got exactly the same, including mushy peas (that cost EXTRA)
when only I had ordered them. Alan was most put out as he doesn’t like mushy peas at the
best of times! You can imagine John’s face when he realised he was paying over the odds for
a second time in the same day (and he didn’t even get a knickerbocker glory!!). It was a poor
start to say the least.

Nevertheless, we were determined to enjoy a short walk (as practice for the main event), so
we set off for Semerwater. Alan and John both pointed out that J M W Turner had painted a
famous picture of the lake and John soon found a bench placed by the side of the lake in his
honour J M W Turner that is, not John Woollin and he and Alan then posed for a photo (see
below). There was great speculation as to what J M and W stood for and John suggested
John Mark William, amongst others. Wrong, John! It actually stands for Joseph Mallord
William Turner, but one out of three is not bad!

There was plenty of room to park by the Lakeside and we wondered where all the walkers
were as there was only one car there. We soon found out! There was a sign which said Pay
to Park at the farm. Please pay Mr Metcalfe between £1-£4 to park here. Imagine what was
going through John’s head? Three times in a day now! Being very law abiding, we duly
walked up the lane to the farm where Mrs Metcalfe relieved us of our parking fee and gave
us a ticket to display in the car so that her husband would see it. “But we are walking in the
other direction”, we protested. “Never mind!” she said, “my husband never looks to check
for tickets. I’ll just tell him it was you when he gets home.” So off we set along the track at
the far end of Semerwater.

We went through some lovely countryside and past a lovely disused church by the lakeside
(see below), but we had been walking for at least fifteen minutes by now, so it was time to
stop for a coffee at Raydale Preserves Farm. The owner was called Derek and after John had
mentioned “Nurse Butters” his face lit up. He knew Linda well and had a high opinion of her
and her work in the area. John was much happier when he had negotiated a discounted
price on some spicy jam for Ann as he had recouped some of his expenditure on the
previous food he had purchased. Alan was already happy as he was in one of his favourite
parts of the world. His catchphrase became “If it was up to me, I’d buy this place tomorrow
and move up here!” Then he would remember that he lived in Whitby and decided that
Whitby was beautiful too.

As we walked along the far side of the lake, the silence was broken by the sound of a very
loud quad bike hurtling past, carrying two girls. When we eventually got back to the car the
girls were at the lakeside sketching views of the lake. It turns out that they were both about
to go off to college to study art and music respectively. Taking advantage of the situation,
John asked if he could have a go on the quad bike (see photo). All thoughts of his previous
Harley Davidson episode were forgotten as John jumped on the bike. Fortunately, despite
the look on his face, he wasn’t able to go anywhere as they didn’t give him the keys. Wise
girls!

We had some backwards and forwards transport issues to ensure that we had the correct
cars in the right places for the end of the walk and part of this involved me in driving Alan
back to pick up his car at “The Green Dragon”. We were making good time until we came
across a herd of cows travelling down the same road as us to be milked (the cows, not us). It
took us some considerable time to reach the hotel as a result. I managed to pass some cows
at one point but, like true athletes, the other cows blocked my path whilst the cow I passed
overtook me again on the inside. It was an illegal manoeuvre, but what could I do?

We got back to the Green Dragon in time for
tea and enjoyed a nice meal. The Green
Dragon is clearly a walkers’ type of inn and
there was a lot of banter about walking and
much examination of ordnance survey maps.
After the meal we walked out behind the
hotel to Hardrow Force (see photo) which
probably looks more impressive when the
area is in flood. The area near the waterfall
was slippy and muddy and we were advised
not to venture near the falls or go behind
them as it would be too dangerous. Imagine
what wimps we felt when a young girl went
behind wearing flip flops to take some
photos.

Feeling that we should have an early night we eventually made our way to our room, which
contained four bunk beds. It was clear from the start that this would be a snoring
competition, but who would lose? I decided to take no chances so put some earplugs in. In
the event, all of us slept well (and I didn’t even hear John or Alan snore at all).
We were all up in good time for a “full
English” and sat down on our own next to a
lovely fire which our host lit for us. The
keen walkers who had been planning their
routes the night before were all still in bed!
Refreshed and ready to go we set off for
Thwaite which was 8 miles away and just
about halfway through our walk. We hoped
to get there at about noon. As we walked
through the village we saw some echoes of
the Tour de France. The knitted bike in the
photo is just one example of many that we
saw. I am sure the French riders would
have been impressed!
Soon we were climbing up to the highest point of the pass with beautiful views all round,
especially as it was a lovely sunny day. John, who had injured himself gardening (that’s what
he said anyway) was struggling and when we stopped to look at one of the views near the
top, he announced “We must be nearly at Thwaite now because we have walked 6 or 7
miles in the last hour and a half. Then we saw a signpost informing us that Hardrow was 1½
miles behind us. Yes, the mathematicians among you will realise that we were going at the
breakneck speed of ONE mile per hour. I quickly calculated that, with a stop for lunch and
breaks for drinks, etc, it would take us 17 hours to complete the walk if we continued at this
pace. That would mean arriving at Tan Hill by about three or four o’clock the next morning!
As I was due to catch a train to Grantham that evening from Darlington and the latest train
was about 8pm, I started to worry. I had thoughts of having to abandon my two colleagues
at Thwaite and catching a bus to Tan Hill to pick up my car. Fortunately I had a phone call to
tell me that my meeting the next day had been cancelled, so I relaxed and determined to
enjoy the rest of the walk without any pressure.

Here we are at the top of Shunner Fell and looking down towards Swaledale and the next
part of our journey!
We duly arrived at Thwaite well after noon and called in at the Kearton Country Hotel for
lunch. It was a welcome break and John was disappointed that the lady serving didn’t
remember him from his last visit to stay there with Ann (over twenty years ago!). The lady in
question had worked there for over thirty years but had to confess that she did not
remember him – as if! Fully refreshed we set off for Keld over what should have been an
easy part of the walk with views over Crackpot Hall, but John found the rocky going difficult.
We managed to get some cold drinks from the farm shop at Keld and set off again on the
last section to Tan Hill. This is where the Coast to Coast crosses the Pennine Way and the
waterfalls at the river crossing are lovely (see photos).

Then it was onwards and upwards towards Tan Hill. We realised that, even with increased
speed, we would be arriving at Tan Hill as it was getting dark, but all of us were determined
to finish. After several false summits we eventually came to Tan Hill (see photo) and the end
of our journey.

Alan went on ahead just at the end to ensure we had a table booked for our evening meal
and we sat down to a super meal with Alan and I having traditional “Bangers & Mash” and
John had a traditional “Steak”. It seems that we are already thinking of a similar walk in the
future when we might invite others to join us. Alan apparently asked many people to come
along this time, but only John and I turned up in the end. Alan’s nickname should be
“Lucky”. As we all agreed, it was a bit of a trek (we eventually attained an average speed of
1½mph) but we all thoroughly enjoyed the experience. Alan enjoyed it so much that he was
going to do the return trip to Hardrow the next day!
Here are one or two pictures to inspire you to come with us next time!

